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Copyright notices

©2018 STILORMADE Consortium Partners. All rights reserved. STILORMADE is a HORIZON2020
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distribute verbatim copies of this document, containing this copyright notice, but modifying this document
is not allowed. All contents are reserved by default and may not be disclosed to third parties without the
written consent of the STILORMADE partners, except as mandated by the European Commission contract,
for reviewing and dissemination purposes. All trademarks and other rights on third party products
mentioned in this document are acknowledged and owned by the respective holders. The information
contained in this document represents the views of STILORMADE members as of the date they are
published. The STILORMADE consortium does not guarantee that any information contained herein is
error-free, or up to date, nor makes warranties, express, implied, or statutory, by publishing this document.
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1 Introduction
The STILORMADE project is funded under the “Fast track to innovation” programme Grant
Agreement number 737884.
The general objective of the project is to develop a manufacturing platform for the design and
manufacture of customized (non-standard) photovoltaic modules adapted to markets that are out
of the scope of PV plants, such as BIPV or urban furniture.

This deliverable reports the dissemination activities of the STILORMADE project.
After a first phase of identification of target audience, materials were prepared to facilitate
dissemination of the STILORMADE solutions and resulting products. To this end, replication
activities represented a good showcase to illustrate project outcome (leaflets, website, video…).
Communication and dissemination activities were essentially conducted through publication in
magazines or participation in international conferences and exhibitions dedicated to the PV or
building industries. Technical aspect of STILORMADE product represented an important aspect
of the project and was also disseminated in other ways. A total number of four patents were
applied and discussions with potential customers led to the prototyping of innovating solutions
which will prefigure future commercialization.

With regards to the commercial exploitation of the project's results, the different events have
offered for the project consortium, opportunities to analyze in detail the open access industry, and
to identify the major competitors in these fields, also the pool of stakeholders that must be targeted
for the purposes of exploitation.
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2 Dissemination strategy
2.1

Objectives

Main objectives of the dissemination activities were:
-

To identify and engage stakeholders in the STILORMADE project, reaching the largest
audience possible

-

To inform stakeholders of STILORMADE objectives and results

-

To promote the project’s developed solutions and encourage stakeholders to adopt
STILORMADE products

2.2

Identification of the target audience – Creation of stakeholder database

Important step was to identify the right target audience. Initial working network of consortium’s
partners was used to select suitable activities for dissemination (Table 1). Corresponding actors
were identified and further elaborated as part of the WP7 works. Stakeholders were sorted into 5
main categories: i) Industry: manufacturers of PV components, manufacturers of building
elements, PV modules suppliers, etc.; ii) Construction: architects, town planner, construction
companies, installation companies, etc.; iii) Energy: energy service companies, energy agencies,
etc.; iv) Public (governments, housing agencies, development agency, etc.) and v) Others: Other
existing and new contacts that do not fall in any of the above categories

Table 1. Identification of stakeholders.

Stakeholders (Who?)

Interest in the project (Why?)

Manufacturers of PV integrating Develop new products to penetrate additional market /
products

strengthen actual products (power/aesthetic)

Manufacturers of building elements Develop new PV products to penetrate additional
(roofs, facades …)

market / strengthen actual products (power/aesthetic)

PV module suppliers

Expand available solutions

Construction companies

Innovative technologies related to the construction
of buildings

Architects

Adopting new technologies/ knowledge and more
effective and aesthetic alternatives for their solutions

European construction associations

Innovative technologies related to the construction of
buildings

Town planner, Building owners

Significant energy saving in the building and town
energy facilities – Develop a green image

Energy service companies

Ease PV integration in building and cities
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Energy agencies

Innovative technologies related to Energy efficiency,
and other technological developments

Local

authorities

&

National Policy makers, favourable legislative framework

/Regional public bodies
European

technology

creation, public procurements
platforms New emerging technologies

related to the field

Using these stakeholder categories as a guideline, a template was drawn up and sent around to all
the partners to be filled in with the names of specific institutions that fit any of the identified
profiles, together with their contact details. This list has been used as a basis for targeted
dissemination and marketing campaigns. The database has been continuously updated during the
lifetime of the project.
The stakeholder database has been structured in such a way as to allow for separation into target
groups based on their interest in the project, their country and language, and the partner through
whom they were engaged, in order to personalise any communication representative. At the end
of the project, the number of stakeholders in the database is around 300.
2.3

Dissemination materials

Before carrying out dissemination actions, materials were prepared throughout the whole duration
of the project. These materials were used to effectively communicate about the project and our
products possibilities.
2.3.1

STILORMADE logo

The logo includes the name of the project STILORMADE. Its main concept intends to clear and
to capture the attention of the audience. The logo was used for both intern and extern
communication of the project.

Figure 1. STILORMADE logo.

2.3.2

Websites

Early during the first year of the project, S’Tile web site was entirely refurbished and launched at
a dedicated domain: http://silicontile.fr/. The main objective is to bring more visibility of the
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company and the STILORMADE products. The Web site contains all the necessary information
regarding the company, the technological aspects optimized during the project and the new
products developed. The Web site is also connected to the respective Twitter and Facebook
accounts of the S’Tile and allows the visitors to subscribe at receiving news from the news
development of our company, information about all events where S’Tile will be presenting its
technology and products.
A screen shot from the main landing page of the refurbished Web site is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. S’Tile Website main page.

Following the development of Solar Street Light system, DST Cleantech launches a website
dedicated to this product (https://5ca30fc4775df.site123.me/). It presents main features developed
by the lighting solution with easy to read vocabulary and photos. It allows visitors to download
brochures and contact DST with a form to complete.

Figure 3. DST’s SSL dedicated website.
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Acciona also prepared a dedicated webpage in its website (https://www.accionaconstruccion.com/es/innovacion/proyectos-de-innovacion/eficiencia-energetica/stilormade/)
It presents main features of the STILORMADE project.
2.3.3

Pictures of STILORMADE products and replication activities
Replication activities

Replication activities gave birth to perfect example of aesthetic integration of STILORMADE
products in the cities. Pictures were taken for each replication sites in the objective of
communicating on internet (facebook, twitter, and website) and developing a portfolio of our
realisations. Street light developed by Siarq for Spanish applications are also presented on Siarq’s
website (http://siarq.com/new-smart-solar-streetlight-designed-by-siarq/).

In order to have a complete view of French integration project (Halles de Laissac in Montpellier),
drone pictures and movies were taken by a drone thanks to a partnership with company Artefacts.

Figure 4. Drone view of French building project in Montpellier (1/2).
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Figure 5. Drone view of French building project in Montpellier (2/2).

Figure 6. Spanish project in Barcelona. Solar shading system (1/2).
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Figure 7. Spanish project in Barcelona. Solar shading system (2/2).

Figure 8. Solar Street Light implemented in Molina de Segura (Spain).
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Figure 9. Solar Street Light implemented in Tel Aviv (Israël).

2.3.4

Documentation

Promotional documents were prepared during the project. Consortium members prepared
technical information regarding possibilities to manufacture specific modules and replication
activities in the view of supporting commercial activities, with clear and concise explanations,
short and relevant data-sheets and illustrative and attractive images.
Documents were communicated during communication events such as fairs, one-to-one meetings
with stakeholders and other interesting parties.
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Figure 10. S’Tile communication poster.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 737884
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Figure 11. S’Tile communication leaflets.

STILORMADE EC Project

Powered by S’Tile
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Figure 12. Tulipan SSL communication brochure.

STILORMADE BIPV SHADING MODULE
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BIPV SHADING SYSTEM. ACCIONA Service Building, Barcelona.
BIPV Demo-System: partial occupation of 3 windows galleries with 16 BIPV
shading modules each one (48 modules in total). BIPV frameless modules do
not cover the complete gallery in height. They have been installed along the
galleries attached to an aluminium mounting structure specifically designed for
the integration in the building. Ventilation would be natural, through the open
area of the lower part of the windows galleries, not occupied by modules.
System power: …
Yearly production: …
Etc: …

Figure 13. BIPV shading system communication document.

Figure 14. DST SSL communication brochure.
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Figure 15. DST communication poster.
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Figure 16. Promotional material for BIPV solar shading system.
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Figure 17. Promotional material for BIPV modules.
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2.3.5

Video

Two videos were prepared during the project:
-

One promotional video animation which presents the solar street light developed for
Spanish applications with the Company Siarq. Video is available on youtube and will be
published on corresponding website of Siarq within 6 months after the end of the project.
Link to the video

-

A video with interviews was prepared in S’Tile. It explains main features of S’Tile
modules and why it can represent good solutions for urban applications and buildings.
This video is available on S’Tile website, Facebook and will also be presented in future
fairs (link to the video).

2.3.6

S’Tile booth

A complete set of materials have been created to present S’Tile and STILORMADE products in
fairs and exhibitions. It gives a very nice visibility to our booths.

Figure 18. S’Tile booth in Energaïa event in Montpellier (2018).
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3 Communication and dissemination activities
The following part of the report presents activities regarding promotion and communication of
STILORMADE consortium activities. It includes technical activities (scientific articles, patents,
prototyping for potential partners) as well as purely communicative actions (exhibitions and fairs,
press releases, etc.).

Our primary objective during the project was focused in packaging and tailoring of performance
results, user benefits and commercial benefit calculations being generated by the project so as to
maximize the ease in which different stakeholders can understand them and relate them to the
benefits of using our product. This ensures our message is easily understood by each stakeholder.
The table below highlights the key stake holders and the channels that are going used to reach
them.

Table 2. Strategy for dissemination of results.

Key Stakeholders

Importance
to
Commercialisation

Potential direct clients

These will be the end users who will buy
and use the product. For them to adopt
the S’TILORMADE solution, we need to
convince them that the product offers
an efficient and cost-effective solution



We are targeting the international
market and these distributors will play a
key role in introducing our product in
regions where the partners do not have
market presence.
The approval of key opinion leaders
within the industry will help validate our
product



International device
distributors)

Key opinion leaders in
solar PV sector such as
European Renewable
Energy Council,
International Solar
Energy Society and Solar
Energy Industries
Association

project Channel for Dissemination
and Timing








International fairs and
workshops on Photovoltaic
Project website linked to
Industrial partner websites
Prototype demonstrations
and
tests,
Market
replication
International
solar
conferences and events
Project website linked to
Industrial partner websites
Online communities
Technical papers specifying
our new product offering.
Conferences
and
international events such
as EU PVSEC European
Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference and Exhibition
(German), and Solar Energy
UK Fair of the solar industry
in the United Kingdom
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3.1

Scientific Publications & Presentation

The implementation of the technology and development of products within the STILORMADE
project is based on the know-how and experience of over 10 years of R&D. In the framework of
the project, we continue improving the technology to ensure that the implementation of the pilots
and Products is based on state of the art methodologies and practices. In the following, a list of
scientific publications and presentations made in this direction is given.

Table 3: Technical publication.
Title
Development of low-cost,
front and rear side
passivated solar cells

Types
Oral & Proceedings

Author(s)
A.Straboni et
al.

Development of specific
metallization for passivated
cells at moderate cost

Oral Presentation

A.Straboni et
al.

Comparative study of
specific metallization
patterns for high voltage
modules,

Oral Presentation

A.Straboni et
al.

A Low Current
High Efficiency Solar Cell
Composed of a 80μm Thin
Monocrystalline Silicon Foil
Transferred on a Low Cost
Substrate,
S’TILE solar modules for
tailor made applications

Poster
Presentation&
Proceedings

A.Straboni et
al.

Poster presentation

A. Straboni et
al.

Relancer la rénovation
urbaine : oui mais
comment?
(Stimulate urban renewal:
Yes, but How?)

Oral Presentation

J.L. Borloo

Solaire Photovoltaïque et
bâtiment (Solar PV and
buildings)

Oral presentation

A. Straboni

Extraction of a photovoltaic
cell's double‐diode model
parameters from data
sheet values

Peer reviewed article

G. Sulyok, J.
Summhammer

Venue
PhotoVoltaic
Technical
Conference PVTC,
Marseille France
Journées
Nationales de
l’Energie Solaire
(JNES), Perpignan,
France

Year
2017

Journées
Nationales du
PhotoVoltaïque

2017

(JNPV), Dourdan,
France
31st EU-PVSEC,
Munich, Germany

2017

2017

Sustainable places,
Aix-Les-Bains,
France
Hainaut business
club,
Valenciennes,
France

2018

Solaire
Photovoltaïque et
bâtiment (Solar PV
and buildings)
Paris, France
Energy science and
engineering, Vol.
6, Issue 5. 424-436

2018

2018

2018
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3.2

Creation of New IP

During the project, S’Tile have applied for PCT procedure for two patents which are of strong
interest for the product developed in the STILORMADE project. In this PCT processing, in order
to secure and improve the IP strength S’Tile asked his consultant to modify and complete some
of the patent claims.
In additional, in Nov 2018, a total of four news patents have been applied, consecutively to works
developed by S’Tile during the STILORMADE project. Three patents deal with a new process
on the solar cell’s interconnection method suppressing the use of ribbons and silver metallization
step, and fourth based on some very new and disruptive method for the fabrication of the curved
modules for use as solar tiles.
3.3

Prototyped products

Another important channel used for dissemination of STILORMADE solutions was to work
closely with selected stakeholders to develop a first prototype showing main features and
advantages of S’Tile modules. This procedure was applied with several partners. Among them,
one could cite:
-

Participation in solar decathlon event in Dubai. This event is a collegiate competition that
challenges student teams to design and build highly efficient and innovative buildings
powered by renewable energy. Glass/Glass PV modules with partial transparency
developed for the French BIPV project (Montpellier) have been used and further
elaborated to make one pergola while black modules were integrated in the building
façade. French team was awarded the first prize for PV integration.

Figure 19. Prototype for Solar Decathlon event. Pergola.
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Figure 20. Prototype for Solar Decathlon event. Building façade.

-

S’Tile modules with Sunrays design or Full black aspect were provided to Switchwall
Company. This company develops solutions to renovate and modify outside and inside
walls giving to customer the possibility to create their visual aspects by choosing every
elements to be integrated (easy to install cladding elements). This solution was presented
at the International Paris Trade Fair 2018.

Figure 21. Switchwall with S’Tile PV elements.

-

Modules deriving from solutions developed for Spanish BIPV project were proposed to
French Company Solar Structure. A prototype for railing materials were developed using
semi-transparent module with Sunrays aesthetic design. This solution was exposed in the
Bepositive event in Lyon, France (2019).
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Figure 22. Solar railing integrating STILORMADE solution.

-

Glass/glass S’Tile modules were integrated into double glazing developed for building
applications. Several solutions were proposed to a particular Company (which will
remain confidential) including the use of small cells of 10 x 52 mm, giving a very nice
visual aspect (figure below).

Figure 23. Double glazing with STILORMADE solutions.
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3.4

Participation to exhibitions and Fairs

The consortium has participated in numerous events during the project. This includes events
dedicated for PV industry, Building industry, promoting renewable energies or more general
events
3.4.1

Intersolar Europe 2017 and 2018

S’Tile had an exhibition booth in Intersolar Europe editions 2017 and 2018 (Figures below). This
event takes place every year in Munich, Germany, and groups actors around PV industry. Visual
screen and prototypes presented the technology and the products developed during the
STILORMADE project. At the exhibition 2017 (May 31—June 02, 2017), S’Tile unveiled a new
design of a PV modules inspired by tree leaves and optimised during the project. This
breakthrough is on quality, efficiency and aesthetics, to break into a market often too focused on
price alone.
For the company, Intersolar Europe is a special event. S’Tile exhibited its photovoltaic modules
and innovative integrated cells one of the largest solar show in the world. The total attendees of
the event were more than 65,000 peoples every year and mainly composed industry players and
integrators of PV systems. Three days of packed halls and high spirits among visitors and
exhibitors presenting innovative solutions and products at the international meeting point were a
very good occasion for S'Tile and partners to show STILORMADE products.

Figure 24. S’Tile Booth in Intersolar Munich, Germany, 2017.

3.4.2

Hadera Energytech 2018 Conference

The Hadera Energytech Conference provided a meeting ground for energy innovation and
futurism and a unique platform for companies, investors, government organs, academicians and
startup companies involved in this field. This conference took place in Tel Aviv the 25th of May
2018. DST Cleantech presented the SSL STILORMADE innovation.
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Figure 25. DST booth at High tech conference 2018 in Tel Aviv, Israël.

3.4.3

SNEC 2018

SNEC PV POWER EXPO is a globally acknowledged, Asia and even the world's largest PV show
focusing on the whole industry chain. It took place in Shanghai from 27th to 30th of May 2018. It
displays PV manufacturing facilities, materials, PV cells, PV application products & modules,
and PV project and system. The 2018 EXPO is estimated to attract over 1,800 exhibitors, 250,000
visits, and 5,000 conference participants.
3.4.4

Pollutec 2018

Pollutec took place at Lyon, France, from the 27th to 30th of November 2018. This fair is dedicated
to equipment, technologies and services for environment and technologies. It gathered around
2,150 exhibitors and 70,000 attendees. S’Tile was present in the area dedicated to Innovative
companies of the Nouvelle Aquitaine Region of France.
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Figure 26. S’Tile booth at Pollutec 2018, Lyon, France.

3.4.5

Energaïa forum 2018

Energaïa forum took place in Montpellier, France, from 11th to 12th December 2018. This event
aims at galvanizing and boosting activities around renewable energies. This growing event had
an attendance of around 7000 professional peoples. S’Tile took this opportunity to present its
neighbor replication activity of Halles de Laissac. This gave S’Tile the possibility to develop
contacts with municipalities and industry in buildings.

Figure 27. S’Tile booth in Energaïa 2018, Montpellier, France.

3.4.6

Bepositive 2019

Bepositive event took place in Lyon during the 13th to 15th of February 2019. This fair aims at
putting emphasis onto solutions toward effective energy transition. S’Tile took this opportunity
to show transparent specific modules dedicated to urban applications (railings, pergola, facades).
Around 30,000 professionals attended to the event which represented a very nice opportunity to
develop S’Tile working network.
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Figure 28. Bepositive booth, Lyon, France.

3.4.7

Paris trade fair (Foire de Paris) 2017

S’Tile have participated to the FAIR of Paris from April 27th to 8th May 2017. The “Foire de
Paris” is a trade event organized in Paris since 1904. It takes place every year towards the end of
April and lasts about ten days. Through a residence organized in universes. It offers a varied and
as complete as possible for the general public. This event was an opportunity for S’Tile to address
the STILORMADE Products to the large public. The event welcomed more than 600000 visitors.
For the participation of the fair, we worked with an industrial partner who has integrated the
Biomimetic S’Tile modules to what we call SWITCHWALL product. The SWITCHWALL
product integrating the modules from S’Tile and developed during the STILORMADE project
has received 3 REWARDS at the prestigious LÉPINE COMPETITION. It is the gold medal
“Léonard de Vinci”, The Unibal Price of Innovation and finally the medal of Tour Eiffel
Company.
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Figure 29. SWITCHWALL product integrating the Biomimetic S’Tile modules.

3.4.8

The Business Booster event (TBB) 2018

The business booster event (TBB) At Copenhagen Denmark 16th – 18th October 2018. TBB is a
two-day international networking event dedicated to innovating companies. Around 150
exhibitors exchanged with visitors to present development solutions.

Figure 30. TBB event, Copenhagen, Denmark.

3.4.9

Other events

S’Tile participated in several other events for dissemination purposes. While not presenting
products on a set booth, S’Tile exploited these fairs and forums to visit stakeholders and show
STILORMADE solutions thanks to leaflets, portfolio or even small prototypes. Amongst
participations, one could cite:
-

Aquibat, Bordeaux, France, 14th to 16th of March 2018. For building and construction
companies. Around 15,000 professionals and 300 exhibitors.

-

Architect@work, Paris, France, 27th to 28th of September 2018. Innovation for
architecture.

-

Glasstec, Dusseldorf, Germany, 23rd to 26th of October 2018. Materials and technologies
around glass in buildings (double or triple glazing, …)
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3.5

Participation in a TV program France 2

To reach a larger audience and make S'Tile and Products developed during the STILORMADE
project known to the general public, we participated in a TV program named to “Tout Compte
Fait”. The program is a weekly French television show devoted to economic themes broadcast on
France 2 every Saturday at 2 pm. The objective of the show is to "discover the emergence of a
new economy that shakes all our habits". The audience is more than 1 000 000 of peoples. S’Tile
took advantage of this program to widely diffuse the products to the French public. The products
presented during the show was developed during the STILORMADE project. These relate Full
back PV modules for the application of Solar tiles. Followiong the show at S'Tile, we have been
registering a huge amount of requests for information about our solar modules for roofing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyunVvC2_4E (18’)
3.6

Press Release

In the frame of the STILORMADE project we decided to issue a common press release for the
launching of some products and to diffuse widely the technology and the products developed
during the project. For this, we chose PV magazines such as PV Tech (thrice), or Energie mag.
Focusing on technology, the Photovoltaics International journal is specifically designed for the
PV supply chain, including materials, components, equipment, manufacturing and large-scale
utility installation. Publishing in this journal distributed internationally to over 12,500 decision
makers and PV industry players is big chance for S’Tile diffuse more widely the technology and
product of STILORMADE project. In below, we can find the advertisement we published on PV
Tech in May 2018.
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Additionally, some press releases have been published within the media networks of the
consortium partners, as it is the case of the press release related to the replication case of Molina
de Segura (Spain) published in Acciona’s website.
https://www.sercomosa.es/noticias/175-el-sol-ilumina-las-noches-de-molina-de-segura.html

https://www.acciona-construccion.com/pressroom/news/2019/january/acciona-constructionlights-up-molina-segura-murcia-photovoltaic-streetlights-part-737884-stilormade-project/

And general project information within the Acciona web page.
https://www.acciona-construccion.com/es/innovacion/proyectos-de-innovacion/eficienciaenergetica/stilormade/
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4 Feedback on communication and dissemination activities
Table below presents the impact of major activities on encountered prospects and potential
business to create. As can be seen, a major part of stakeholders from the activity sectors of the
construction and the PV industry were met during the international fairs and conferences. Around
30% of encountered stakeholders declared interested in STILORMADE solutions. These events
gave S’Tile the opportunity to engage around 40 stakeholders into deeper discussions such as
technical aspects on module specifications, quotations or prototyping (around 15% of interested
prospects).
Other Medias such as internet and PV magazines were difficult to evaluate separately as the
results came from direct contact with stakeholders via email or phone. Nevertheless, it seems that
these methods were found less effective at the moment as it is difficult to address targeted
stakeholders without diluting our efforts with individuals or curious persons. These channels may
have required more efforts (one person in charge of communication) to prove completely
effective.
From a more general point of view, it seems clear that communication strategy of the consortium
and more particularly S’Tile must be modified to present a bigger impact and be more effective.
Indeed, S’Tile developed an opportunist marketing allowing to present and elaborate dedicated
products for active customers already looking for solutions. Next step to significantly increase
S’Tile growth would be to develop an effective communication and marketing strategy to create
the business.
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Event

Intersolar 2017
Intersolar 2018
SNEC 2018
Pollutec 2018

Audience main encoutered profile
Manufacturers of PV integrating products
PV module suppliers
Manufacturers of PV integrating products
PV module suppliers
Manufacturers of PV integrating products
PV module suppliers
Manufacturers of building elements (roofs, facades …)
Construction companies

Attendance

Encountered
stakeholders

Interested
stakeholders

Advanced exchange
(spec, quotation,
prototype, order...)

65,000

205

61

10

65,000

257

78

16

250,000

154

44

2

70,000

103

31

3

Energaïa 2018

Construction companies

7,000

51

15

2

Be positive 2019

Construction companies

30,000

57

16

2

Paris trade fair 2017

Individuals

TBB 2018

Innovative companies
Manufacturers of building elements (roofs, facades …)
Construction companies
Architects
Construction companies
Architects

Aquibat 2018
Architect@work 2018

600,000

X

(1)

X

(1)

X(1)

150

21

6

1

15,000

57

6

2

27

8

1

Glasstech 2018

Construction companies

Press release in PV
magazines

Manufacturers of PV integrating products
PV module suppliers

≈ 250

9

Press release on websites

All

≈ 50

2

French TV program

Individuals

92

0(2)

(1)

40,000

900,000

X

S’Tile was present as guest on a partner’s booth and did not collect data; (2) Target for S’Tile and the consortium is B2B and not B2C.

